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Abstract
This paper demonstrates how adding nominal wage rigidity to a standard sticky price model
can create a mechanism by which increases in government spending cause increases in consumption. The increase in output arising from government purchases puts upward pressure on the
price level. At a fixed short-run nominal wage, this bids down the real wage, which leads producers to increase labor demand. Increased labor demand allows households to both finance the tax
bill associated with the government spending as well as increase their own consumption. Our
approach does not rely upon existing ingredients for generating large fiscal multipliers, such as
the zero lower bound, borrowing constrained households or an interaction between consumption
and government purchases in the utility function.
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Introduction

While there is a substantial body of empirical research on the size of fiscal policy multipliers,
there has been relatively less theoretical work on the issue.1 This paper presents the theoretical
underpinnings of a new mechanism which can lead to fiscal policy output multipliers that are greater
than one.2
As background, we observe that two workhorse modern macroeconomic models, the neoclassical
growth model and the basic New Keynesian model, as typically formulated both imply a negative
consumption multiplier. Since government spending is treated as a deadweight resource loss, the
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Figure 1: The employment effect on inflation resulting from government spending when nominal
wages are rigid
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Notes: W and P represent the nominal wage and the nominal price level. The economy initially has excess
labor supply. An increase in government spending pushes up the price level. This decreases the real wage
and increases labor input, reducing the excess supply of labor.

taxes required to finance the spending reduce households’ after-tax wealth. The negative wealth
effect leads households to reduce their consumption. A rise in government spending combined with
a decline in consumption implies an output multiplier that is less than one.3
From a modeler’s perspective, one way to overcome the negative wealth effect is for a government
spending increase to induce a change in a relative price that encourages consumption.4 In our model,
that price is the real wage. Specifically, our starting point is the assumption that the nominal wage is
stuck at a high enough level such that equilibrium labor input is labor-demand determined.5 Then,
an increase in the nominal price level will drive down the real wage. An increase in government
spending will put the required upward pressure on the price level. The simplest explanation of the
mechanism is given in Figure 1.
At a lower real wage, producers hire more workers, which increases the equilibrium labor input.
If the resulting increase in labor is sufficiently large, then there will be a summed increase in
producers’ profits and workers’ wages so that households will be able to afford greater consumption,
3

In our literature review section, we will discuss other authors’ channels that pre-date ours that can overcome the
negative wealth effect. We will explain how each of these suffers from one or more deficiencies that are not present
in our model.
4
Only consumption can make the output multiplier greater than one because we work with the simple New
Keynesian framework, which has neither investment nor international trade.
5
This aspect of our framework puts it squarely in the line of “disequilibrium” macroeconomic models, such as
Barro and Grossman (1971) and Mankiw and Weinzierl (2011).
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despite the tax increase arising from government spending.6
The often-used logic motivating government purchases during recessions is that public spending
puts more income into workers’ hands, allowing them to spend more. Because output is determined
by the total demand for goods, rather than supply forces, the increased income will expand both
equilibrium output and consumption.
In absence of other frictions, this thinking is fallacious when agents make rational consumption
decisions. Since government purchases must be paid for, the unavoidable taxes (in either the
present or the future) lead households to reduce consumption. Therefore, government spending
will crowd-out private spending, leading to an output multiplier that is less than one. In contrast,
to make the output multiplier greater than one, the economy should experience a movement in a
relative price that encourages private consumption. In the simple New Keynesian model, there are
two relative prices: the real wage and the real interest rate. Much existing research that generates
large multipliers works through the real interest rate channel.
Under the interest rate approach, the real rate should fall in order that consumption will rise.
This requires that monetary policy be passive in the sense that the government increases the
nominal interest rate in a less than one-for-one manner in response to increases in inflation. Under
a passive rule, an increase in government spending drives up output which increases marginal cost.
An increased marginal cost, in turn, drives up expected inflation. Under a passive monetary policy,
higher inflation reduces the real interest rate.
While this mechanism is sufficient, it only works under a passive policy. Relying on this mechanism to explain large multipliers requires one to focus on periods when policy makers have chosen to
pursue passive policies, even though these are known to have poor stabilizing properties in response
to many shocks, or when the economy is stuck at the zero lower interest rate bound. In contrast,
the mechanism we put forth relies on the real wage as the price channel that can generate a large
multiplier. It works even when monetary policy is not passive.
Monetary policy is important in our model, because under active policy, the real interest rate
channel operates and puts downward pressure on consumption. In the theorems from our baseline
models, a positive consumption multiplier will obtain when the real interest rate channel is weaker
than the real wage channel.
There exists a wealth of evidence of nominal wage rigidity. Empirical microeconomic studies
based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) or the Current Population Survey (CPS)
provide strong support for nominal wage stickiness in the United States. For example, Altonji and
Devereux (2000), Card and Hyslop (1997), Daly et al. (2012), Kahn (1997) and Lebow et al. (1995)
examine the distribution of nominal wage changes and report a substantial spike at zero, indicating
6

One might be concerned that the lower real wage would offset the higher employment to work against the increased
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Keynesian model, workers own the firms and, thus, how the income is split is not relevant for the issue at hand.
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that the nominal wage stays constant over a year for many workers. The percentage of the sample
with a constant wage in these studies ranges from 7% to 16%. Moreover, Gottschalk (2005) shows
that the PSID data overstates the degree of nominal wage flexibility because of measurement error,
and that adjusting for measurement error leads to remarkably fewer cuts in nominal wages.
Studies that use data from specific labor markets or individual firms in the United States find
that the incidence of a zero nominal wage change is much more frequent than that reported in the
PSID or the CPS. For instance, a telephone survey of individuals in the Washington, D.C., area
in Akerlof et al. (1996) shows that 30.8% of respondents had no change in their base pay from the
previous year and only 2.7% experienced wage cuts. Using data from a large financial corporation,
Altonji and Devereux (2000) find that over 40% of the sample had zero nominal change; and that
nominal wage cuts were received by only about 0.5% of salaried workers and 2.5% of hourly workers.
Barattieri et al. (2014) use data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP)
and show that the nominal wage changes with an average quarterly probability ranging from 21.1%
to 26.6%. Other research offers evidence of nominal sticky wages using European data. Bihan
et al. (2012) obtain data from French firms and report that a wage change occurs with a quarterly
frequency of around 35%. Druant et al. (2012) collect data from a firm-level survey conducted in
17 European countries. The authors find that on average, firms adjust wages every 15 months.
Fehr and Goette (2005) examine Swiss data and present a spike at zero nominal wage change. The
authors also show that nominal wage rigidity persist even in periods of sustained low inflation. The
mean monthly frequency of nominal wage changes is reported to be 9.9% by Avouyi-Dovi et al.
(2013) using French data and 12.9% by Sigurdsson and Sigurdardottir (2016) using Icelandic data.
Researchers have also conducted interview surveys to explore the underlying causes of nominal
wage stickiness. Bewley (1998) shows that the major reason for employers’ reluctance to cut wage
is that they believe employee morale would be hurt. Blinder and Choi (1990) emphasize the
perception of fair relative wages as a source of wage stickiness. Campbell and Kamlani (1997) find
that downward nominal wage rigidity comes mainly from managers’ concern that cutting wages
would induce the most productive workers to quit.

2
2.1

The Sticky Wage Multiplier Mechanism
The Family Problem

An economy is made up of a continuum of families, each indexed by v. Time is indexed by nonnegative integers.

Each family engages in production, supplies and demands labor as well as

consumes goods. Let Ct (v) denote the consumption of family v at time t. Each family sets the
price of the good it sells subject to the following downward-sloping demand constraint:



Pt (v)
Yt (v) = d
Ytd
Pt
4

where Pt (v) is the dollar price of the family v good, Pt is the nominal price level and Ytd is the
total demand for goods. We assume d (1) = 1 and d0 (1) < −1.
Each family can hold bonds, Bt (v), and fiat currency, Mt (v), and derives utility from the real
balances that its currency provides, Mt (v) /Pt . Money pays no interest and bonds pay a gross
nominal interest rate Rt between t and t + 1. Each family dislikes large price changes (over time),
which manifests itself in the form of a quadratric utility cost, as in Rotemberg (1982).
The family utility function is
U (v) =

∞
X
t=0

"
β t E0



 #
2 
Mt (v)
θ
Pt (v)
Pt (v)
log [Ct (v)] + ζ log
−
Ytd
−1
Pt
2 Pt−1 (v)
Pt−1 (v)


We will sometimes use the variable r, where r = 1 − β.
In order to purchase consumption, each family supplies Nts (v) by sending family members to
enter the employ of other families. The family produces by hiring labor, Ntd (v), from other families

α
ft = ξW + (1 − ξ)Pt x, is
to produce Yt (v) = Ntd (v) . Let α ∈ (0, 1). The nominal wage, W
assumed to be a weighted average of a fixed nominal wage equal to W and a fixed real wage equal
to x. That is, on the supply side, families post a nominal wage and stand willing to supply whatever
labor is demanded at the fixed proportions of those two wages. Let ξ ∈ [0, 1]. Note that we have
two special cases: (i) fixed nominal wages, i.e. ξ = 1, and (ii) fixed real wages, i.e. ξ = 0.
Our model of wage rigidity is deliberately a simple one. In the background, we have in mind
a more general model in which employers post vacancies and meet with searching individuals and
then engage in bargaining over match surpluses. As shocks hit the economy, neither member of
the worker-employer matched pair may have incentive to separate so long as there is value in
the existing match. A constant, i.e. rigid, wage may be a norm (as long as that wage is in the
bargaining set) as an alternative to other bargaining protocols. Models that provide foundations
for wage rigidity along these lines include Hall (2005) and Hall and Milgrom (2008).
The family budget constraint is
Mt (v)+

h
iα
Bt (v)
ft Ntd (v)+ W
ft Nts (v)−Pt Ct (v)−Zt
= Bt−1 (v)+Mt−1 (v)+Pt (v) Ntd (v) −(1 − τ ) W
Rt

where τ is a subsidy to families hiring workers and Zt represents the lump-sum tax collected by the
government. Taxes are collected to pay for government purchases, finance the labor subsidy and
potentially finance monetary policy actions.

2.2

Monetary-Fiscal Policy

The government budget constraint requires that
Mts +

Bts
s
s
= Mt−1
+ Bt−1
− Zt
Rt
5

f N̄ s . Let N̄ s be average economy-wide labor supply.
where Zt = Pt Gt + τ W
t
t
Goverment spending evolves exogenously according to
Gt = ρGt−1 + (1 − ρ) Ḡ + εt
where εt is iid, mean zero with variance σ 2 . On occasion, we use the variable p, which is defined
by ρ = 1/ (1 + p).
Monetary policy is conducted through an interest rate feedback rule. We assume
Rt = (λ + 1) Et (πt+1 − 1) + β −1
where λ > 0. The government stands ready to exchange money for bonds, or vice versa, at the
desired interest rate Rt .
We study symmetric equilibria where each family behaves identically. Our definition of an
equilibrium is standard, except that labor market clearing is replaced by a condition that profits
of the families are maximized at the going market wages.

2.3

Solving the Family Problem

The family v problem is
∞
X

(

2 



 



α
Mt (v)
Pt (v)
Pt (v)
P (v)
θ
−1
−
Ytd + Ωt (v) d
Yt − Ntd (v)
pt
2 Pt−1 (v)
Pt−1 (v)
Pt
t=0
h
io
 d
α
ft Ntd (v) + W
ft Nts (v) − Pt Ct (v) − Zt − Mt (v) − Bt (v) /Rt
+Λt (v) Mt−1 (v) + Bt−1 (v) + Pt (v) Nt (v) − (1 − τ ) W

max

t

β E0



log [Ct (v)] + ζ log

Next, we describe the first order conditions for the family problem in a symmetric equilibrium
where all families behave identically. The static consumption Euler equation is
1
= Λt Pt
Ct
Optimal bond holdings imply
Λt /Rt = βEt (Λt+1 )
The optimal choice of labor demand requires


 α−1
 α−1
ft
αΩt Pt Ntd
= Λt αPt Ntd
− (1 − τ ) W
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The optimal pricing decision implies
1
Ωt d0 (1) = Λt − θ
Pt



Pt
−1
Pt−1



"

1
Pt−1

+ βθEt

#

Pt+1
(Pt+1 )2
+ dot
−1
Pt
(Pt )3

Here, the variable dot represents additional terms that are zero at the steady-state and will drop
out upon log-linearization around that steady state.
In keeping with standard practice in “cashless” New Keynesian models, we do not track the
money demand Euler equation. Since money is separable in the utility function and since the
government conducts monetary policy through an interest rate rule, we can pin down all variables
besides the equilibrium money stock without using that equation.
Note that there is no labor supply Euler equation because, as explained above, families stand
ft .
ready to supply whatever labor is desired at the going wage, W
Simplifying the inflation Euler equation:
Ωt d0 (1) = Λt − θ (πt − 1) πt + βθπt (πt+1 − 1) (πt+1 )3
Solving out the multipliers,


d0 (1) − 1
Ct

"

#

d0 (1) (1 − τ )
wt
3
1−
α−1 − θ (πt − 1) πt + βθπt (πt+1 − 1) (πt+1 ) = 0
d
d0 (1) − 1
α Nt


ft /Pt . Next, choose τ so that the distortion from imperfect competition is perfectly
where wt = W
offset.

2.4

Log-Linearization

Log-linearizing the inflation Euler equation results in
π̂t = κ [(1 − α) ŷt − ξ p̂t ] + βEt (π̂t+1 )

(1)

where κ > 0. Solving this equation forward gives
π̂t = κ

∞
X

β j Et [(1 − α) ŷt+j − ξ p̂t+j ]

j=0

Apart from the p̂t term, the equation is identical to the standard New Keynesian Philips curve.
In the standard New Keynesian case, either larger present or future output increases marginal cost,
which leads forward-looking firms to raise their prices. The p̂t+j appears in our more general case
because a higher price level in the future and/or the present lowers the real wage since a fraction
of the wage is nominally rigid.
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The log-linearized resource constraint is
ŷt = sĉt + (1 − s) ĝt

(2)

After substituting the nominal rate out of the consumption Euler equation using the monetary
policy rule, we have:
Et (ĉt+1 ) − ĉt = λEt (π̂t+1 )

(3)

The law of motion for government spending is:
ĝt+1 = ρĝt + εt+1

(4)

We have three endogenous variables {ĉ, p̂t , ŷt }. We have three equations (1), (2), (3) as well
as the definition of inflation, i.e., π̂t = p̂t − p̂t−1 . Substituting out π̂t and ŷt , the two dynamic
equilibrium expressions are:
∆p̂t = κ (1 − α) [sĉt + (1 − s) ĝt ] − κξ p̂t + βEt (∆p̂t+1 )

(5)

and (3).

3

Analysis of Equilibria

Next, we solve the equilibrium allocation using the method of undetermined coefficients. As a first
step we provide conditions that guarantee the equilibrium is locally unique.
Theorem 1. If the interest rate feedback parameter λ satisfies
ξ
1 − β + κξ
<λ<
s (1 − α)
sκ (1 − α)

(6)

then the equilibrium is locally unique.
Proof of Theorem 1. The second-order difference equation in π̂t is given by

7

βEt (π̂t+2 ) − [1 + β + κξ − sκ (1 − α) λ] Et (π̂t+1 ) + π̂t = κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (1 − ρ) ĝt
The two roots of the characteristic equation are
e1 =
7

Φ+

p

Φ2 − 4β
2β

See the derivation of this equation in the proof of Theorem 2.
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and
e2 =

Φ−

p
Φ2 − 4β
2β

where Φ = 1 + β + κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ.
We have the following two cases to consider.
Case (i):
κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ < 0 ⇐⇒ λ >

ξ
s(1 − α)
√

If Φ−2β > 0 ⇐⇒ λ <

1−β+κξ
sκ(1−α) ,

then the smaller root e2 >

[1+β+κξ−sκ(1−α)λ]− [1−β+κξ−sκ(1−α)λ]2
2β

1. Hence both roots are outside the unit circle and the equilibrium is locally unique.
If Φ − 2β < 0 ⇐⇒ λ >

1−β+κξ
sκ(1−α) ,

then the larger root −1 < e1 < 1 and hence the equilibrium is

indeterminate.
Case (ii):
κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ > 0 ⇐⇒ λ <

ξ
s(1 − α)

The two roots are
e1

p
Φ − 2β + Φ2 − 4β
= 1+
2β
p
Φ − 2β + (1 − β)2 + 2(1 + β)[κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ] + [κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ]2
= 1+
2β

and
e2

p
Φ − 2β − Φ2 − 4β
= 1+
2β
p
Φ − 2β − (1 − β)2 + 2(1 + β)[κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ] + [κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ]2
= 1+
2β

Since
[1 − β + κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ]2 = (1 − β)2 + 2(1 − β)[κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ] + [κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ]2
< (1 − β)2 + 2(1 + β)[κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ] + [κξ − sκ(1 − α)λ]2
we have that e1 > 1 and −1 < e2 < 1. Hence the equilibrium is not unique in case (ii).
Overall, λ should satisfy

ξ
s(1−α)

<λ<

1−β+κξ
sκ(1−α)

so that the equilibrium is locally unique.

Theorem 1 provides bounds on λ required to ensure local uniqueness. The lower bound requires
that λ be greater than ξ/(s(1 − α)). In absence of sticky nominal wages, this inequality would
become λ > 0. This is the celebrated “Taylor principle,” which requires that the monetary authority
raise the real interest rate in response to increases in expected inflation. If the monetary authority
9

=

lowers the real interest rate in response to increases in expected inflation, then self-fulfilling inflation
become possible.
To understand why there is a tighter lower bound on λ in the presence of fixed nominal wages,
i.e. ξ > 0, suppose that λ is only slightly greater than zero. Conjecture a sunspot equilibrium where
agents come to believe that inflation will jump up at time zero and converge monotonically to the
steady state. Because there is a slightly active rule, the increased inflation leads agents to believe
that the central bank will raise the real interest rate, by a small amount, which puts downward
pressure on consumption. As in the standard model, this tends works against the conjectured
inflation expectations actually being realized. However, with sticky nominal wages, the inflation
itself has a negative effect on marginal cost. This tends to increase output as firms sell more in the
short run before prices adjust. Thus, sticky nominal wages help support sunspot fluctuations and,
in turn, a more aggressive monetary policy is required to rule out these equilibria.
The upper bound on λ is required to take care of a somewhat perverse case that is present
with or without fixed nominal wages. When λ is too large, there exist indeterminate equilibria
where inflation exhibits one period oscillations around the steady state. This problem with overly
aggressive expected inflation rules was first identified in Bernanke and Woodford (1997). For the
remainder of this paper, we restrict attention to parameter configurations that satisfy (6), thus
ensuring local equilibrium uniqueness.
Theorem 2. The equilibrium inflation rate is given by π̂t = γĝt , where
γ=

κ (1 − α) (1 − s) (1 − ρ)
1 + βρ2 + [sκ(1 − α)λ − (1 + κξ + β)]ρ

Equilibrium consumption is given by ĉt = χĝt +
χ=

ξ
(1−α)s p̂t−1

(7)

where

(1 − s) (1 − ρ)/s
1−s
(1 + κξ − ρβ)γ − κ (1 − α) (1 − s)
=
−
sκ(1−α)λρ−κξ
sκ (1 − α)
s
1 − ρ + 1−βρ+κξ

(8)

Proof of Theorem 2. First, substitute out ŷt from (2) into (1) and get
π̂t = κ{(1 − α)[sĉt + (1 − s)ĝt ] − ξ p̂t } + βEt π̂t+1

(9)

Update t to t + 1 and take expectation.
Et π̂t+1 = κ{(1 − α)[sEt ĉt+1 + (1 − s)Et ĝt+1 ] − ξEt p̂t+1 } + βEt π̂t+2
Subtract (9) from (10) and then use (3) to return a second-order difference equation in π̂t .
βEt (π̂t+2 ) − [1 + β + κξ − sκ (1 − α) λ] Et (π̂t+1 ) + π̂t = κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (1 − ρ) ĝt
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(10)

Next, guess a solution that takes the form π̂t = γĝt and plug that guess into the above equation.
ρ2 βγĝt − ρ (1 + β + κξ − sκ (1 − α) λ) γĝt + γĝt = κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (1 − ρ) ĝt
Then, the solution for the undetermined coefficient γ is
γ=

1+

βρ2

κ (1 − α) (1 − s) (1 − ρ)
+ [sκ(1 − α)λ − (1 + κξ + β)]ρ

Using the solution for inflation as a function of government purchases, we can rewrite the
inflation Euler equation as
(1 − ρβ) γĝt + κξγĝt + κξ p̂t−1 = sκ (1 − α) ĉt + κ (1 − α) (1 − s) ĝt
Next, we rearrange this expression to have
ĉt =

[1 + κξ − ρβ] γ − κ (1 − α) (1 − s)
ξ
ĝt +
p̂t−1
sκ (1 − α)
(1 − α)s

One implication of Theorem 2 is that, for any ξ, permanent shocks to government spending
have no effect on either inflation or output.8 The intuition for these zero responses follows. Since
output is unchanged, any increase in government spending happens alongside an offsetting crowd
out of consumption. Suppose government spending increases and families forecast no effect on the
sequence of nominal price levels following the shock. If the nominal price level path is unchanged,
then the real wage will not change. Moreover, the absence of a change in inflation implies that
the real interest rate remains at its initial steady state. With no change in the real interest rate,
consumption going forward must be unchanged in order that the intertemporal consumption Euler
equation is satisfied. This will definitely be the case if there is an immediate and permanent
reduction in the level of consumption. If consumption declines by just the amount of the increase
in government spending, then the total demand for goods will be unchanged. With no change of
own-marginal cost, other families’ prices and economy-wide demand, each family has no incentive
to change its own price.
Next, the expressions for consumption and inflation in Theorem 2 simplify dramatically if
government spending is iid. These become
π̂t = κ (1 − α) (1 − s) ĝt
ĉt =
8

1−s
ξ
κξĝt +
p̂t−1
s
s (1 − α)

That is, if ρ = 1 then γ = 0 and ŷt = 0.
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To develop an intuition for these responses, suppose that at time t, there is an unanticipated
one percent increase in government spending. Then the effect on the sequence of inflation and
consumption values going forward are:
{π̂t+j }∞
j=0 = {κ (1 − α) (1 − s) , 0, 0, 0, . . .}


(1 − s) κξ (1 − s) κξ
∞
{ĉt+j }j=0 =
,
,...
s
s
As long as ξ > 0, there is an immediate and permanent increase in consumption. Since consumption growth is zero between t and t + 1, as well as between future periods, the real interest
rate must remain at its steady state despite the spending shock as an implication of equation (3).
Next, the form of the monetary policy rule implies that inflation at t + 1 and beyond must be at its
steady-state value. The increase in consumption at t+1 and beyond is due to the additional income
of families from employment and profits resulting from an inflation-driven lower real wage. At time
t, consumption increases in order that the families achieve intertemporal consumption smoothing.
Having explained the dynamic responses of inflation and consumption under the cases when
ρ = 0 or ρ = 1, we are ready to tackle the intuition for the intermediate case of ρ between zero
and one. We proceed by imagining the sequence of prices (i.e., real wage rates, real interest rates
and inflation) that families expect following a government spending shock. Then, we explain how
those expectations are consistent with optimization and the necessary market clearing conditions.
Suppose that, in response to the shock, families expect: (a) the real interest rate will jump up
on impact and then gradually return to the steady state, (b) real income will jump up and increase
as a result of higher employment (either in the form of labor income or additional profits from
sales) and (c) inflation will jump up and then converge to the steady-state.
First, if families earn more period-by-period income and also see a temporarily higher real interest rate, then their optimal consumption plan will have consumption increase on impact and then
converge to a new steady state from below. With higher consumption and additional government
spending, families will have incentive to raise their prices, which causes inflation.
This inflation has two effects. Inflation validates families’ expectations of temporarily higher
real interest rates because families recognize that the central bank follows an active interest rate
rule. Also, because some fraction of wages are nominally rigid, inflation also drives down the real
wage path. This increases employment, which validates families’ expectations of higher income.
Note that, although the government spending shock decays over time, long-run consumption is
permanently higher than its pre-shock steady-state value even though inflation asymptotes to its
initial steady state. This permanent increase obtains because, although the inflation rate converges,
the price level remains permanently above its initial value. This implies a permanently lower real
wage. Note that this intuition breaks down if ξ is sufficiently close to or equals zero. We cover this
case in Lemma 2 and the discussion that follows its presentation.
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With the following lemma (Lemma 1), we verify a part of this intuition by proving that inflation
does increase following a non-permanent government spending increase. Lemma 2 then establishes
that consumption increases on impact following a non-permanent government spending shock as
long as a sufficiently large fraction of wages are nominally rigid.
Lemma 1. If ρ < 1, then government spending causes an increase in inflation, i.e. γ > 0.
Proof of Lemma 1. From equation (7) and our assumption that ρ < 1, γ > 0 if and only if
1 + βρ2 > ρ [1 + β + κξ − sκλ (1 − α)]
Rearranging this expression,
κ−1 ρ−1 (1 − ρ) (1 − βρ) > ξ − sλ (1 − α)

(11)

The term on the left-hand side of (11) is positive given our restrictions on ρ, κ and β. The term on
the right-hand side is negative because of our restriction that guarantees local uniqueness.
Next, we provide conditions that determine the sign of the consumption response.
Lemma 2. If
ξ>

r
pκ

(12)

then the consumption response on impact to a government spending shock is positive, i.e. χ > 0.
Proof of Lemma 2. According to equation (8), χ > 0 if and only if
1−ρ
1−ρ+

sκ(1−α)λρ−κξ
1−βρ+κξ

>1

Recall that local uniqueness requires
ξ
1 − β + κξ
<λ<
s (1 − α)
sκ (1 − α)
Given that λ >

ξ
s(1−α) ,

1−ρ+
Using p ≡

1
ρ

we have

sκ(1 − α)λρ − κξ
κξρ − κξ
(1 − ρ)(1 − βρ)
>1−ρ+
=
> 0.
1 − βρ + κξ
1 − βρ + κξ
1 − βρ + κξ

− 1 and r ≡ 1 − β, we can rewrite (12) as ρ <
λ<

κξ
1−β+κξ .

1 − β + κξ
ξ
<
sκ (1 − α)
s (1 − α) ρ
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If ρ <

κξ
1−β+κξ ,

then

Having λ <

ξ
s(1−α)ρ ,

we obtain
sκ(1 − α)λρ − κξ < 0

Hence

1−ρ
1−ρ+

sκ(1−α)λρ−κξ
1−βρ+κξ

>1

Lemma 2 provides a condition, in the case the equilibrium is locally unique, under which
consumption on impact responds positively to a government spending shock. It states that the
consumption response is positive if a sufficiently large fraction of wages are nominally rigid.
When there is no nominal wage rigidity, i.e. ξ = 0, equation (12) cannot hold and consumption
does not rise in response to a government spending shock. This is consistent with the result in the
the standard New Keynesian result, as described in Woodford (2011). Without (or with too little)
nominal wage rigidity, there is no (or too little of a) positive income effect from increased employment. The only channel which affects consumption is the real interest rate channel. Consumption
falls with the rise in the real interest rate associated with the inflation caused by government
spending.
For a given positive ξ, an increase in the persistence of the government spending shock (or
equivalently a decrease in p) towards 0 works against making equation (12) hold. A more persistent
increase in government spending implies a stronger contractionary real interest rate effect, because
inflation is forward looking. This works against the expansionary real wage effect.
Next, an increase in r, which is approximately the time rate of discount, works against making
equation (12) hold. Intuitively, the consumption boom requires permanent income to increase in
response to the government spending shock. Because the expansionary effect on employment of a
decrease in the real wage resulting from inflation occurs only gradually, it is crucial that families
do not discount future income too quickly; otherwise, the real interest rate channel will dominate
and consumption will fall on impact in response to a government spending shock.
Lemma 3. Suppose that ρ ∈ (0, 1) and equation (12) holds. Then, the impact response of consumption and inflation to a government spending shock is decreasing in λ, the aggressiveness of
monetary policy.
Proof of Lemma 3. Recall that γ is
γ=

κ (1 − α) (1 − s) (1 − ρ)
1 + βρ2 + [sκ(1 − α)λ − (1 + κξ + β)]ρ

14

(13)

Because ρ < 1, γ is positive. An increase in λ increases the denominator on the right-hand side of
(13) and therefore decreases γ. Next, χ > 0. It is given by
χ=

(1 + κξ − ρβ) γ − κ (1 − α) (1 − s)
sκ (1 − α)

Thus, a decrease in γ resulting from an increase in λ reduces χ.
Families have incentive to raise prices when a government spending shock increases the output
that the family produces. This results in inflation. Because monetary policy is active, the central
bank responds by raising the real interest rate. This puts downward pressure on consumption
because of the real interest rate channel. This downward pressure is intensified when the central
bank chooses a higher level of λ, implying that the consumption response on impact is reduced. A
smaller increase in consumption, in turn, implies a smaller impact inflation response.
Note that even when consumption falls initially in response to a goverment spending increase,
consumption may still eventually rise above its initial steady state. This is because the quantitative
impact of inflation on the real wage builds over time following the shock.
While inflation and the real interest rate channel may drive down consumption initially, as
the inflation drives up the nominal price level, this will eventually put downward pressure on real
marginal cost. Eventually, the stimulative effect of the real wage channel may more than offset the
real interest rate channel leading, to an increase in consumption.
Lemma 4. Let ρ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose β > 0.5. The impact response of inflation to a government
1

spending shock is increasing in ρ if ρ < 1 − ( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
) 2 , and is decreasing in ρ if the inequality
β
is reversed.
Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that γ is
γ=

1+

βρ2

κ (1 − α) (1 − s) (1 − ρ)
+ ρ [sκ (1 − α) λ − (1 + κξ + β)]

Then, we have
∂γ
−κ(1 − α)(1 − s)[−β(1 − ρ)2 − κξ + sκ(1 − α)λ]
=
∂ρ
42
where 4 = 1 + βρ2 + ρ [sκ (1 − α) λ − (1 + κξ + β)].
1

The root of the equation −β(1 − ρ)2 − κξ + sκ(1 − α)λ = 0 is 1 − ( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
) 2 . Given the
β
restriction imposed on λ that ensures a locally unique equilibrium, we can show that as long as
1

1

β > 0.5, 1 − ( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
) 2 ∈ (0, 1). Thus, if ρ < 1 − ( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
) 2 , we have
β
β
ρ>1−

1
( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
) 2 , ∂γ
β
∂ρ

∂γ
∂ρ

> 0. And if

< 0.

The response of inflation on impact exhibits a hump-shaped pattern with ρ. Two forces affect
current inflation: the negative wealth effect and the combined effects generated by expected inflation
15

which includes the real interest rate channel and the real wage channel.
When ρ increases, the negative wealth effect becomes larger putting downward pressure on
current inflation, while the positive combined effects generated by expected inflation become larger
putting upward pressure on current inflation. So the overall response of inflation could be greater
or smaller depending on the relative size of these two forces.
Initially, the combined effects increase faster, so inflation response becomes greater. Yet, when ρ
increases further, the real interest rate becomes higher that weakens the combined effects. Moreover,
the effect from the real wage channel becomes weaker because the nominal wage increases with
higher inflation. Consequently, the overall response of current inflation would be smaller if ρ
becomes large enough.
In addition, when λ decreases, the real interest rate channel is dampened. The peak occurs at
a larger ρ. When ξ increases, the real wage channel is intensified. There is also a rightward shift
of the peak. If λ approaches its lower bound (or equivalently, ξ approaches its upper bound), i.e.
λ=

ξ
s(1−α) ,

we obtain a limiting case where the hump disappears and the size of inflation increases

in ρ.
Lemma 5. Let ρ ∈ (0, 1). Let ρ denote the smaller root of the equation βsκ(1 − α)λρ2 − 2βκξρ +
κξ(1 + κξ + β) − (1 + κξ)sκ(1 − α)λ. If the parameter set is configured such that ρ > 0 (i.e.
λ <

(1+κξ+β)ξ
(1+κξ)s(1−α) ),

then the impact response of consumption to a government spending shock is

increasing in ρ if ρ < ρ, and it is decreasing in ρ if the inequality is reversed.
Proof. The partial derivative of χ with respect to ρ is given by
∂χ
1 − s βsκ(1 − α)λρ2 − 2βκξρ + κξ(1 + κξ + β) − (1 + κξ)sκ(1 − α)λ
=
[
]
∂ρ
s
Ω2 (1 − βρ + κξ)2 (1 − ρ)2
where Ω = 1 +

sκ(1−α)λρ−κξ
(1−βρ+κξ)(1−ρ) .

Let ρ and ρ denote the two roots of the equation βsκ(1 − α)λρ2 − 2βκξρ + κξ(1 + κξ + β) − (1 +
κξ)sκ(1 − α)λ = 0. Hence, if ρ < ρ or ρ > ρ, we have

∂χ
∂ρ

> 0. And if ρ < ρ < ρ,

∂χ
∂ρ

< 0.

We can show that ρ < 1. Moreover, ρ > 1 because of our restriction that guarantees a unique
equilibrium.
If λ <

(1+κξ+β)ξ
(1+κξ)s(1−α) ,

then ρ > 0. Therefore,

∂χ
∂ρ

> 0 when ρ < ρ, and

Establishing an intuition for Lemma 5 is challenging. If λ >

∂χ
∂ρ

< 0 when ρ > ρ.

(1+κξ+β)ξ
(1+κξ)s(1−α) ,

then ρ < 0. The

real interest rate channel with an active monetary policy is strong enough so that the size of the
response of consumption on impact decreases in ρ ∈ (0, 1). Lemma 5 focuses on the case where
the impact response of consumption exhibits a hump-shaped pattern. This pattern also results
from the interactions among the negative wealth effect, the real interest rate channel and the real
wage channel, as explained in Lemma 4. One thing to add is that as long as β > 0.2, the peak
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of the consumption response occurs at a smaller ρ than that of the inflation response does, i.e.
1

ρ < 1 − ( κ[s(1−α)λ−ξ]
)2 .
β
Mathematically,

∂χ
∂ρ

can be written as
∂χ
(1 + κξ − βρ) ∂γ
βγ
=
−
∂ρ
κs(1 − α) ∂ρ κs(1 − α)

The first term is the influence from current inflation and it governs the effects of the real wage
channel. This term varies with

∂γ
∂ρ ,

the change in the response of contemporaneous inflation with

respect to the persistency of the government spending shock. The second term is related to the
size of the increase in the real interest rate because it reflects the response of expected inflation. A
higher expected inflation caused by a more persistent government spending shock would result in
a larger real interest rate provided that the monetary policy is active. Consequently, a larger real
interest rate prevents private consumption from increasing. Because the negative sign of the second
term, the peak of the consumption response occurs earlier than that of the inflation response.
Next, we are interested in not simply the consumption multiplier on impact, but also the
accumulated change in consumption for a given accumulated change in government spending.9
Let q ∈ [0, 1] be an arbitrary discount factor. We define the cumulative discounted consumption
multiplier, or simply the cumulative multiplier, as the following
µcum
c


 P∞ t
s
t=0 q (dĉt /dĝ0 )
P
=
∞
t
1−s
t=0 q (dĝt /dĝ0 )

to be a derivative (unit change given a
The s/ (1 − s) multiplicand appears because we want µcum
c
unit change) as opposed to an elasticity (percentage change given a percentage change). Because
P
t
ĝt is first-order autoregressive, we have ∞
t=0 q (dĝt /dĝ0 ) = 1/ (1 − qρ).
P∞ t
The final term, t=0 q (dĉt /dĝ0 ), is the accumulated consumption response. Given the formula
from Theorem 2, we have
i
 h
d χĝt + ξ [s (1 − α)]−1 p̂t−1

q t (dĉt /dĝ0 ) =
qt 
dĝ0
t=0
t=0
!
∞
t−1
X
X
χ
ξ
dπ̂
s
=
+
qt
1 − ρq s (1 − α)
dĝ0
t=0
s=0
!
∞
t−1
X
X
χ
ξγ
=
+
qt
ρs
1 − ρq s (1 − α)

∞
X

∞
X

t=0

=

s=0

χ
ξγq
+
1 − ρq s (1 − α) (1 − q) (1 − qρ)

9

This cumulative approach for defining the multiplier is advocated, for example, by Drautzburg and Uhlig (2015)
and Ramey and Zubairy (2016).
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Figure 2: Response of economy to a government spending shock, varying ρ and λ
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Combining terms, the cumulative multiplier is
µcum
c



s
ξγq
=
χ+
1−s
s (1 − α) (1 − q)

Next, we plug specific parameters into the model and study the equilibrium response coefficients.
These values chosen are meant to be demonstrative rather than to constitute a full-blown calibration
of this very simple model. For each parameterization reported, the equilibrium is locally unique.
Most of the parameters are held fixed. We set s = 0.8, α = 0.66, κ = 0.1 and β = 0.95. Figure 2
plots consumption and inflation responses for particular equilibria as we, in turn, vary ρ and λ.
Panel (a) of the figure presents the elasticity of inflation on impact to a government spending
shock for alternative values of ρ. The inflation multiplier on impact is in the range of 0.005 and
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0.04 and is increasing in ρ. Intuitively, a more persistent government spending shock implies that
output will be above the steady state for a longer period of time, and forward-looking price setters
will recognize this and initiate larger initial price increases right away.
Panel (b) plots the consumption multiplier on impact for alternative value of ρ. Over this range
of ρ, the consumption multiplier is initially increasing, and then turns decreasing, as ρ becomes
larger. This is consistent with Lemma 2. As government spending becomes more persistent, there
is a larger inflation response. This implies a larger reduction in the real wage both today and
in the future which increases the families’ returns to production. Panel (c) plots the cumulative
consumption multiplier, where we discount future values of both consumption and government
spending responses by β. As with the impact consumption multiplier, the cumulative consumption
multiplier is increasing over this range of ρ.
The analogous information is plotted in panels (d) through (f), except we have λ varying
instead of ρ. These panels demonstrate the interaction between monetary and fiscal policy in our
model. As λ increases, all three responses become smaller. For panel (d), the inflation response is
decreasing because the central bank is more aggressively combating inflation. As the central bank
responds more aggressively, it is raising the real interest rate by a larger amount. This amplifies
the contractionary intertemporal substitution effect as families reduce consumption when facing a
higher real interest rate.

4

A Generalized Wage Process

With the above formulation of nominal wage rigidity, any shock that has a permanent effect on
the price level will have a permanent effect on output. For example, suppose there is a transitory,
positive shock to government spending. Under the conditions of 1, this drives up the price level.
Although inflation might converge back to the steady state following the shock, the long-run price
level would be higher. In turn, the long run real wage would be lower, which would be associated
with higher long-run output.
Next, we generalize the model to undo the permanent real effects of transitory government
spending shocks. Specifically, we back off the assumption of a perfectly fixed nominal wage. Instead,
let Wt = Xt W where
Xt = (Pt )η (Xt−1 )1−η
According to this specification, the price-wage ratio has a single steady state value and will converge
to that value following a shock; however, it will experience transitory departures, changing the real
marginal cost of firms.
To consider the case in which η is in the interior of the unit interval, we simulate the model.10
10

In ongoing work, we are developing a continuous-time treatment of this problem that has an analytic solution to
the model with the generalized wage process.
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Figure 3: Response of economy to a government spending shock
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This requires us to choose specific parameter values. We set s, α, κ and β equal to their values from
the previous section. We let η = 0.02, so that nominal wages adjust very slowly to price increases.
For simplicity, we set ξ = 1. Finally, let λ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.9.

We use Dynare to compute the

impulse responses of key variable to a government spending increase and plot the responses in
Figure 3.
Panel (c) in Figure 3 plots the impulse response to the exogenous shock: a one percent autoregressive increase in government spending. As seen in the figure, this generates an initial increase in
inflation. The increase in initial inflation drives up the price level on impact. The price level then
follows a hump-shaped path.
The log real wage is then the deviation between the nominal wage, which is given in percentage
deviations as x, and p. Persistent stickiness causes the nominal wage to adjust slowly while the
price level rises more quickly. The net effect of these two changes is a decline in the real wage, and,
therefore, marginal cost. Declining marginal cost leads firms to increase production.
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Increased production puts more income into the hands of the families, which allows them to
pay the tax bill associated with the increased government spending and also buy more consumption
goods. In absence of the falling real wage, consumption would instead fall. This is because, ceteris
paribus, the active monetary policy implies that increased inflation would drive up the real interest
rate, leading families to reduce current consumption and increase savings.
Eventually, government spending asymptotes to its steady state. This causes inflation to return
to zero, which means that the price level converges to a new long run steady state. As seen in
the figure, the nominal wage converges as well although this variable moves to its new steady state
more slowly. Note that both x and p converge in percentage deviation terms by the same amount.
This implies that the long run real wage is identical to its pre-shock level. With the real wage
having converged and the real interest rate having converged (because inflation returned to zero),
consumption returns to its initial steady state.
To explore the importance of the sticky wage assumption, we change the specification by increasing the speed of adjustment of the nominal wage. In the benchmark parameter, η equals 0.02,
whereas, we set η = 0.95 to demonstrate the effect of faster adjustment. The other parameters are
unchanged.
The solid lines in Figure 4 are the impulse responses from our benchmark case. The dashed
red lines represent the fast wage adjustment case (η = 0.95). As seen in the figure, consumption
falls on impact and remains below zero in the fast wage adjustment case. Inflation increases with
fast wage adjustment which causes the nominal price level to increase initially. This effect tends
to push down the real wage; however, because we increase η relative to the benchmark case, the
nominal wage moves up towards its new steady state much more quickly. This is seen in panel (e).
This implies that the real wage increase is much more muted with fast wage adjustment. Its
expansionary effect is insufficiently large to overcome the contractionary effect of the real interest
rate increase caused by inflation paired with an active interest rate rule.
Next, we consider the effect of changing the aggressiveness of monetary policy with respect to
inflation, λ. For relatively small departures from the benchmark case, there is only a small effect on
consumption. Therefore, we consider a very large increase and decrease from the benchmark case
in order to elucidate the mechanism. The solid lines in Figure 5 reflect the benchmark case. The
blue dash-dotted lines reflect the case where policy is very active, with λ = 10. In this case, the
increase in inflation caused by government spending induces a very large increase in the nominal
interest rate, and therefore the real interest rate. With a large interest rate increase, the standard
real interest rate effect leads families to dramatically reduce consumption. The real interest rate
channel initially dominates our new real wage channel. However, eventually, as the inflation rate
begins to return to its steady state, the real interest rate also begins to return to its steady state.
At this point, our new proposed effect dominates as the resulting higher price level combined
with a slowly adjusting nominal wage drives down the real wage. Examining panel (b), by roughly
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Figure 4: Response of economy to a government spending shock, varying the degree of wage rigidity
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Figure 5: Response of economy to a government spending shock, varying the responsiveness of the
interest rate rule
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horizon five, consumption is above the steady state. After this, it slowly converges back to its
steady state as the nominal wage “catches up” with the increase in the price level.
The third parameterization has λ = 0.001, which implies that interest rate policy is nearly
neutral with respect to inflation. This parameterization is reflected by red dashed lines in Figure
5.

5

Comparing the Sticky Wage Channel to Other Approaches

Various mechanisms have been offered to explain how, within an optimizing, dynamic equilibrium
model, increases in government spending might stimulate private economic activity. For various
reasons, we find each of these mechanisms has one or more drawbacks.
First, as discussed in the introduction, several papers, such as Christiano (2004), Christiano
et al. (2011), Eggertsson and Woodford (2006), Mertens and Ravn (2014) and Woodford (2011),
have shown that under a particular class of monetary policies, the output multiplier can be greater
than one in a New Keynesian model. This occurs when the central bank raises the interest rate
in a less than one-for-one manner with inflation, which might arise if, for example, the policy rate
were stuck at the zero lower bound. While this mechanism works, it requires monetary policy to
take a particular form.
Second, a number of authors, including Bouakez and Rebei (2007), demonstrate that when private and public consumption are Edgeworth complements for households, an increase in government
spending can increase private consumption. Intuitively, this arises because government purchases
increase the marginal utility of private consumption. The government purchases therefore act as
a preference shock, so that households will increase consumption even if the real interest rate and
real wage were unchanged.
While it is possible to posit examples of complementarity between public and private goods,
e.g. better highways may increase vacations taken and therefore vacation spending, it seems just
as easy to find examples of substitutability. For example, the provision of primary and secondary
education by the government is likely a substitute for private provision of those services. At a
more fundamental level, by coupling a preference effect with the deadweight loss of taxation, this
approach is very close to simply assuming the result.
Closely related to the private-public consumption complementarity approach to generating large
multipliers is to assume that labor and private consumption are complements in the utility function.
This mechanism is discussed, for example, in Hall (2009). According to this channel, the deadweight
loss of government spending increases labor supply. An increase in labor supply in turn increases
the marginal utility of private consumption. Households will then increase consumption, resulting
in an output multiplier that is greater than one.
Whether labor and consumption are complements in production is an empirical question. It
is worth noting, however, that a government’s justification for public spending as stimulus to its
24

citizenry might not be compelling. It would go something like this: “By purchasing public goods and
making you poorer through taxes, you will work harder which will increase your hunger. Greater
hunger will in turn boost consumption spending.”
Finally, several existing explanations for a large multiplier can broadly fall under an umbrella of
winner/loser mechanisms. These include, for example, Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) and Gali
et al. (2007). In each case, aggregate consumption increases because the increased consumption of
one group of agents outweighs the decreased consumption experienced by another group of agents.
In the above examples, the winners are either borrowing constrained or consume in a rule-of-thumb
manner. In each example, the losers behave as permanent income consumer.
In contrast to the above three channels for generating large fiscal multipliers, our approach does
not depend upon: a particular stance of monetary policy, non-separability in preferences, or one
group of agents suffering at the expense of the other group.

6

Conclusion

One hallmark of the Keynesian approach to business cycle stabilization is that wages do not clear
the labor market, leading to a shortage of labor demand relative to people’s willingness to work at
the going wage. As discussed in the introduction, there is ample evidence in favor of a high nominal
wage rigidity. Since firms care about the real, as opposed to nominal, wage when making labor
decisions, the nominal price level provides an indirect channel by which the government can close
the gap between labor supply and demand when wages are too high. In a model where government
spending puts an upward pressure on goods prices, this spending will also drive down the real wage
when nominal wages are fixed, leading to an employment boom capable of increasing consumption
as well as financing the additional tax bill.
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A

Appendix

Lemma A-1:

The equilibrium real interest rate is given by r̂t = r∗−1 π ∗ γ[(λ + 1)ρ − 1]ĝt , where

∗ denotes steady state values and
γ=

1+

βρ2

κ (1 − α) (1 − s) (1 − ρ)
+ [sκ(1 − α)λ − (1 + κξ + β)]ρ

(14)

Intution for Lemma 4: The starting point is:
Et (π̂t+2 ) + β −1 (κ [sλ (1 − α) − ξ] − 1 − β) Et (π̂t+1 ) + β −1 π̂t = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )
Using lag operator notation:



1 + β −1 (κ [sλ (1 − α) − ξ] − 1 − β) L + β −1 L2 Et (π̂t+2 ) = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )

Note that the appearence of ξ only works to make the monetary policy less “active”. Other than
this, it does not influence the dynamics of inflation. Therefore, define λ̃ = sλ (1 − α) − ξ. .
i


h
1 + β −1 κλ̃ − 1 − β L + β −1 L2 Et (π̂t+2 ) = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )
Next, factoring the lag polynomial gives us:
(1 − Λ1 L) (1 − Λ2 L) Et (π̂t+2 ) = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )
I think it is possible to prove both roots are unstable, therefore we solve them forward.
(−Λ1 L) (−Λ1 L)−1 (−Λ2 L) (−Λ2 L)−1 (1 − Λ1 L) (1 − Λ2 L) Et (π̂t+2 ) = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )
h
ih
i
(Λ1 L) (Λ2 L) 1 − (Λ1 L)−1 1 − (Λ2 L)−1 Et (π̂t+2 ) = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) Et (∆ĝt+1 )
Rearranging,
π̂t =

i n
o
−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) h
1 − (Λ1 L)−1 Et ∆ĝt+1 + (Λ2 )−1 ∆ĝt+2 + (Λ2 )−2 ∆ĝt+3 + ...
Λ1 Λ2
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Taking this out even further,
π̂t =

−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) n
Et ∆ĝt+1 + (Λ2 )−1 ∆ĝt+2 + (Λ2 )−2 ∆ĝt+3 + ...
Λ1 Λ2
h
i
(Λ1 )−1 ∆ĝt+2 + (Λ2 )−1 ∆ĝt+3 + (Λ2 )−2 ∆ĝt+4 + ... + ...
h
i
o
(Λ2 )−1 ∆ĝt+3 + (Λ2 )−1 ∆ĝt+4 + (Λ2 )−2 ∆ĝt+5 + ... + ...

Simplyifying further
π̂t =

−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (ρ − 1) n
1 + ρ (Λ2 )−1 + ρ2 (Λ2 )−2 + ...
Λ1 Λ2
h
i
(Λ1 )−1 ρ + (Λ2 )−1 ρ2 + (Λ2 )−2 ρ3 + ... + ...
h
i
o
(Λ2 )−1 ρ2 + (Λ2 )−1 ρ3 + (Λ2 )−2 ρ4 + ... + ... ĝt

Doing it again,
π̂t =

−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (ρ − 1) n
1 + ρ (Λ2 )−1 + ρ2 (Λ2 )−2 + ...
Λ1 Λ2
h
i
−1
(Λ1 )
ρ + (Λ2 )−1 ρ2 + (Λ2 )−2 ρ3 + ... + ...
h
i
o
(Λ1 )−2 ρ2 + (Λ2 )−1 ρ3 + (Λ2 )−2 ρ4 + ... + ... ĝt

Getting there,
−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (ρ − 1)
π̂t =
Λ1 Λ2

(

1
+
1 − (ρ/Λ2 )



ρ
Λ1

−κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (ρ − 1)
π̂t =
Λ1 Λ2





1
1 − (ρ/Λ2 )




+

ρ
Λ1

1
[1 − (ρ/Λ2 )] [1 − (ρ/Λ1 )]


1
π̂t = −κ (1 − s) (1 − α) (ρ − 1)
ĝt
[Λ1 − ρ] [Λ2 − ρ]
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2 


ĝt

1
1 − (ρ/Λ2 )



)
+ ... ĝt

